**IPSA RC04 Panels for 2006 Fukuoka, Japan Conference**

**Theme:** Democratization, Globalization and Governance

**Convener:** Dr. Renu Khator

**Session 50: Human Development and Governance: Challenges in Democratizing Societies**
July 10, 2006, 09:00 – 11:00

**Chair:** Dhirendra Vajpeyi (dhirendra.vajpeyi@uni.edu)

- **Dora Orlansky** - “Does Democratization Work in Argentina? Human Development and Governance Ups & Downs (1989-2004)” (IPSA ID #1986; Orlansky@mail.retina.ar)

- **V. Bhaskara Rao** - “Human Development and Governance Challenges in India” (IPSA ID #2174; bhaskaraaravasireddy@yahoo.com)

- **Abdelrahman Hadi** - “Current Transformations, Globalization, Democracy, and their Role in Realizing Change in the Arab World: with Special Reference to the United Arab Emirates” (IPSA ID #3166; D.hadi@hotmail.com)

- **Renu Khator and Kofi Glover** - “On the Fringes of Globalization: The New Marginalized Class” (IPSA ID #864; rkhator@acad.usf.edu; kglover@acad.usf.edu)

**Discussant:** Michael Pinto Duschinsky (pintoduschinsky@btopenworld.com)

**Session 51: Globalization and Multiculturalism in Democratizing Societies**
July 10, 2006, 11:00 – 13:00

**Chair:** Rainer Pitschas (rpitschas@dhv-speyer.de; ggerhardt@dhv-speyer.de)

- **Amita Singh** - “Epistemology and Context of Shrinking Cultural Spaces” (IPSA ID #1224; amitasingh@yahoo.com)

- **Lenneal Henderson** - “Bureaucracy, Democracy and the Multicultural Performance Dynamic” (IPSA ID #2172; LENNEALH@cs.com)

- **Rekha Saraswat** - “Multiculturalism, Globalization and Democracy: The Triumvirate Eventualities of a Modernizing Society – India” (IPSA ID #1988; allhopes@gmail.com)

**Discussant:** Kofi Glover
Session 52: Bureaucracy in a Globalized World: Challenges for Democratizing Societies
July 10, 2006, 15:00 – 17:00

Chair: Michael Pinto Duschinsky

Rainer Pitschas - “Bureaucracy in a Globalized World: A Profession to Democratic Values in the Public Service” (IPSA ID #254; rpitschas@dhv-speyer.de; ggerhardt@dhv-speyer.de)

Swaran Lata Chaudhary - “Response to Challenges of Globalization: A Case Study of Bureaucracy in India” (IPSA ID #1000; swaranac@rediffmail.com)

Alice Sindzingre - “A Failure or a Necessity? Assessing the Contribution of the State to Growth in Developing Countries” (IPSA ID #24; sindzingre@wanadoo.fr)

Rehana Sultana - “The Changing Role of Bureaucracy in the Globalized World” (IPSA ID #256; rsultanakota@yahoo.co.in)

Discussant: Dhirendra Vajpeyi

Session 53: Public-Private Synergy and Development: Prospects of Partnerships in Democratizing Societies
July 10, 2006, 17:00 – 19:00

Chair: Lenneal Henderson

Keshav C. Sharma - “Emerging Patterns of Public-Private Sector Partnership in Africa: The Case of Botswana” (IPSA ID #2311; sharmakc@mopipi.ub.bw)

Vidyottama (Vidu) Soni – “Performance-based Local Government as a Vehicle for Increasing Accountability and Responsiveness to Democracy: A Case Study of Jaipur (India) Municipal Corporation” (IPSA ID #317; soni1v@cmich.edu)

Godwin Onu - “Achieving Good Governance and Sustainable Democracy through Information and Communication Technology (ICT) in Africa” (IPSA ID #1013; godwinoma2003@yahoo.com)

Shamsul Haque - “Globalization of New Public Management: Its Challenge to Democracy in Developing Nations” (IPSA ID #2087; polhaque@nus.edu.sg)

Discussant: Rekha Saraswat